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Abstract

Electron microprobe analyses of magnetites from five carbonatite intrusions (Cr, oldest,
to C5, loungest) constituting the carbonatite plug in the Jacupiranga complex confirm'
previous results from Jacupiranga giving compositions in the magnesioferrite-magnetite
series very close to Fe3Oa. Magnetites from other carbonatites are similar with somewhat
more Ti and less Mg. MgO in Jacupiranga magnetites reaches no more than l0 wt.%. All
analyzed grains are zoned, with Fe3Oa increasing toward the rim. In magnetites from C2 to
C5, Fe2O3 replacement is mainly by Al2O3 and less by TiOz; in C1 magnetites TiO2
replacement is more important. Despite their limited range of compositions, the cores of
magnetites in each of the five intrusions are chemically distinct and distinguishable from
each other as indicated by projections from within the Cr-free spinel prism, MgFe2Oa-
MgzTiOa-MgAI2Oa-Fe3Oa-Fe2TiOa-FeAl2Oa, and a plot of Mn ys. Mg. Magnetites from
special locations such as dikes, banded reaction zones between carbonatite andjacupiran-
gite, and in intergrowths with pyrite, are chemically related but distinct from the
carbonatite magnetites. The systematic chemical variation and zoning of magnetites in the
five carbonatite intrusions indicate magmatic origin. Magnetite crystals nucleated through-
out the crystallization interval of the carbonatites, but most of them show evidence of
marginal resorption. The oldest carbonatite, C1, was probably derived from a magma
somewhat different chemically from those producing carbonatites C2 through C5. The
precipitation of carbonatite C2 probably went to completion independently of C3 through
C5, whereas carbonatites C3 through C5 probably were precipitated from successive
batches of magma representing a continuum in time and magmatic evolution.

Introduction

Magnetite is a characteristic mineral of nearly all
carbonatites, usually as an accessory, but locally as
an essential mineral (Heinrich, 1966, p. 182). The
magnetite occurs as disseminated euhedra, com-
monly in flow bands, or as lenses and irregular
aggregates. Magnetite is also concentrated in ore
rocks which occur as integral parts of the ring
complexes. The magnetite crystals are homoge-
neous, but exsolution of lamellar ilmenites may
occur (Prins,1972; Mitchell, 1978; Boctor and Svi-
sero, 1978).

There are few published analyses of magnetites
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from carbonatites. Mitchell (1978) and Boctor and
Svisero (1978) presented analyses of the magnetites
from Jacupiranga. Other analyses have been report-
ed from Oka by Gold (1966) and McMahon and
Haggerty (1976, 1979), for zoned magnetites from
South African carbonatites by Prins (1972), from
Alno by von Eckermann (1974), and from Sarfar-
tdq, Greenland, by Secher and Larsen (1980).
Mitchell (1979) summarized the chemical character-
istics of the magnetites from carbonatites as "com-
positionally very close to pure magnetite" and as
members of the magnesioferrite-ulv<ispinel-magne-
tite series". According to Mitchell: "the principal
characteristics ofcarbonatite spinels are the lack of
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Cr2O3, the low TiO2 and MgO relative to kimberlite
spinel, and commonly high MnO".

The presence of five carbonatite intrusions in a
single complex at Jacupiranga, and the continuous
outcrop and freshness of the rocks in the quarry,
make this an unusual opportunity to sample in detail
the mineralogy of a carbonatite complex. In this
paper, we present detailed chemical analyses of
zoned magnetites from the five carbonatites, and
explore the applications of their chemistry for pet-
rogenesis.

The Jacupiranga Complex

The Jacupiranga Complex is one of many alkalic
complexes, several containing carbonatites, that
occur in the border of the Parana Basin, in the south
of Brazil. It is 130 * 5 m.y. old (Amaral,1978).
According to Ulbrich and Gomes (1981) the Jacupir-
anga Complex and other nearby complexes of simi-
lar ages form the Jacupiranga Province. This prov-
ince was interpreted by Herz (1977) as the site of a
hot spot associated with the first triple junction
formed in the area during the initial opening of the
South Atlantic ocean.

Geology of the complex

Melcher (1966) presented a geological map of the
Jacupiranga alkalic complex. The complex has an
oval shape with an area of about 65 km2, and is
intrusive into granodiorites and mica schists which
are fenitized for some distance from the complex. It
is composed mainly of peridotites, pyroxenites,
jacupirangites and irjolites, surrounded by fenites
and nepheline syenites. According to Melcher
(1966), a peridotitic body was first emplaced in the
northern half of the intrusion, and then surrounded
by a ring intrusion of pyroxenite. South of this, and
partly cutting it, an almost circular jacupirangite
plug was intruded, and partly differentiated into a
concentric, crescent-shape ijolite body. The car-
bonatites occupy a central position in thejacupiran-
gite.

The carbonatites

The carbonatite body has steeply outward-dip-
ping contacts with the jacupirangite and, according
to Melcher (1966), it was emplaced in two plugs,
one partly cutting the other. Detailed mapping by
one ofus (JCG) has revealed the occurrence offive
distinct intrusions of different ages, as shown in
Figure 1. The intrusions Ct, Cz and C3 comprise a
southern group, and Ca and C5 comprise a northern

Fig. l. Simplified geological map of the Jacupiranga
carbonatites. C1-sovite ; C2Jolomitic sovite; C3-sovite; Ca-
sovite; C5-rauhaugite and JAC-jacupirangite. Solid lines-
observed geological contacts; dashed lines-inferred contacts;
F-fault. The contacts on the map are incomplete for lack of
secure evidence, because the quarry is on a hill.

group. Although the field evidence is not conclu-
sive, it suggests that the southern intrusions are
older than the northern intrusions. Given this con-
clusion, the sequence of carbonatite intrusions from
oldest to youngest is Cr, Cz, Ct, Co and Cs. The
main petrographical and mineralogical features of
each carbonatite intrusion are summarized in Table
1 .

The intrusive contact of Cr into C2 is shown in
Figure 1 as a dashed line, because the banding
which is obvious within each intrusion becomes
diffuse in the region of this contact. In addition,
there is an increase in the amount of dolomite
present in the rocks near the contact. In some
regions, there appear to be a swarm of beforsite
dikes intruding the sovites, but in other regions the
increase in dolomite could be attributed to a meta-
somatic process of dolomitization of the sovite. The
S and B samples in Table I are respectively the
calcite and dolomite rock of this region.

Alvikite and beforsite dikes are widely distribut-
ed. They usually contain fewer non-carbonated
minerals than the larger carbonatite intrusions. The
Ba dike in Table I is a beforsite cutting the Cr sovite.
The beforsite dike 85 is an offshoot from the C5
rauhaugite, which also cuts the Cn sovite.

At contacts between carbonatite and jacupiran-
gite (xenoliths and country rock), a banded rock is
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Table l. Petrography of carbonatites and jacupirangite
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Rock type* l,lai n mi neral ogy** Gra in  s ize  Other  fea tures

Southern Intrusi ons

c1

c?

ca

Sovi te

Dol oni t i  c
sovi te

Sovi te

C a l c i t e ,  a p a t i t e ,  m a g n e t i t e ,
o l  i v i n e ,  p h o g o p i t e ,  d o l o m i t e ,
su l  f i  des  .

C a l c i t e ,  d o l o m i t e ,  a p a t i t e ,
magnet i te ,  ph l  ogop i te ,
su l  f i  des  .

C a l c i t e ,  a p a t i t e ,  m a g n e t i t e ,
p h l o g o p i t e ,  d o l o m i t e ,
o l i v i n e ,  s u l f i d e s .

Coa rse

F ine  to
medi um

libdi um to
coa rse

Coarsely banded

Fine ly  banded

Non-carbonate mi neral s
fewer than in other
sov  i  tes  .  Band i  ng  l  ess
ev i  dent .

Northern Intrusi ons

C4

c5

Sov i te

Rauhaug i  t e

C a l c i t e ,  a p a t i t e ,  r n a g n e t i t e ,
o l  i  v i  ne  ,  ph l  ogop i  t e ,  do l  on i  t e  ,
s u l  f i d e s .

D o l o m i t e ,  a p a t i t e ,  p h l o g o p i t e ,
m a g n e t i t e ,  s u l  f i d e s ,  c a l c i t e .

ti,ledi um

lledi um to
coa rse

Very  few s i  I  i ca tes ,
ox ides  and su l f ides

U I  K C S

B4

B 5

Befors i  te

Befors i  te

D o l o m i t e ,  p h l o g o p i t e ,
m a g n e t i t e ,  c a l c i t e

D o l o m i t e ,  c a l c i t e ,  a p a t i t e ,
magne t i t e ,  ph logop i t e ,
su l  f i  des  .

Intruded in the C4
sov i  t e

0f fshoot of  the Cq
rauhaug i t e  i n  t he '
C4  sov i t e

F i  ne

l'4ed i um to
f i  ne

Rocks from the
contact between
carbonat i  te
in t rus ions  C2
and Ca

Sovi  te

Befors i  te

c a l c i t e ,  d o l o m r t e ,  a p a t l t e ,
p h l o g o p i t e ,  m a g n e t i t e ,
su l  f i  des  .

D o l o m i t e ,  c a l c i t e ,  a p a t i t e
magne t i  t e ,  su l  f i  des

I{ed r um to
coa rse

l',led i um

Di f f use  band ing

D i f f use  band ing

Heact lon zone
between the
' i n t r u s i o n s  ( C r , C a )
and Ca) and t f ie 

-

j acup i r ang i t e

P h l o g o p i t e ,  a l k a l  i  a m p h i b o l e ,
c a l c i t e ,  m a g n e t i t e ,  a p a t i t e ,
s u 1  f i d e s ,  i l m e n i t e ,  c l  i n o h u m i t e

51  |  r ca te  r r cn  bands
a l t e rna te  w i t h
ca rbona te  r i ch  bands
(magne t i t e  occu rs  i n
t h e  s i l i c a t e  b a n d s
on l y

F i n e  t o
coa rseReact i  on

rocK

Host rock JAC Jacup i rang i t e  T i t anoaug i t e ,  t i t anomagne t i t e  l t l ed i um

Oxher rock tgyes cited in the text: aJ.vikite (cafcite, apatite, dolonite, phLogopite) and ijoTite
( cI ircpgroxene, nepLel ine ) .

The mineraTs are cited in an estimated decreasing otdet of abvndance

TIre ctnracteristics cited for these two dikes refer specifical,Tg to them ard. not to tle dikes in gereraJ- tlat
occur in the carbo@tite bodies.

developed varying in width from l0 cm to more than
2 m. Centimeter-wide bands of carbonate alternate
with silicate-rich bands composed mainly of brown
phlogopite, alkali amphibole, magnetite, and veins
of carbonate a millimeter or so wide. The magne-
tites occur in the silicate-rich band only and contain
platy exsolution lamellae of ilmenite.

The magnetites

As shown in Table 1, magnetite occurs in all five
carbonatite intrusions. It is most abundant in C1 and
Ca, and least abundant in C5. No evidence for
oxidation of the magnetites was observed.

In carbonatite C1, the magnetite crystals vary in
size, but they are most commonly coarse grained.
The largest magnetite crystals reach up to 4 cm in
diameter. In the main concentrations of magnetite,
associated with apatite and olivine, the crystals are
octahedral, but more irregular crystals exhibiting
the effects of resorption are widespread. Viewed in
polished sections, the crystals are light purple and
homogeneous. Inclusions of carbonates defined by
sharp straight edges are found. Apatite inclusions
are common.

C2 carbonatite is equigranular, without local con-
centrations of magnetites or other minerals. The
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magnetite diameters rarely exceed 2 or 3 mm, and
the crystals tend to be rounded by resorption.
Inclusions of carbonates similar to those found in
the C1 carbonatite are common.

The magnetite in C3 carbonatite varies from a few
millimeters up to l0 cm in diameter. In regions
where the crystals are larger, the abundance is
smaller. Crystals larger than 3 cm are twinned
according to the spinel law. Inclusions of carbon-
ates and more rarely sulfides occur within some
magnetite crystals.

In C+ carbonatite, magnetite may form large
concentrations along with apatite, olivine, and
phlogopite. The magnetite is anhedral to perfectly
octahedral, with the octahedral forms occurring in
the mineral concentrations. The magnetite varies in
size from less than I mm to I cm. Inclusions of
carbonates are present.

The magnetite in the C5 carbonatite is an accesso-
ry mineral. It is light gray in polished sections,
commonly anhedral, and always fine-grained,
reaching diameters of I mm. No inclusions were
observed.

The magnetites from all five carbonatite intru-
sions were analyzed with an electron microprobe.
Analyses were also obtained for magnetites from
the contact zone between C2 and C3, from the
reaction zone between carbonatite and jacupiran-
gite, and from intergrowths in sulfides.

Analytical procedure

Microprobe analyses were carried out using an
enr/nux automated microprobe operated at 15 kV
and 1.0 p,A. Data were corrected by the computer
program MAcrc rv. The accuracy of the analyses is
-+5Vo of the amount present for concentrations up to
2 wt.o/o and +2Vo of the amount present for major
elements. The detection limit for minor elements
calculated according to Reed (1973) is near 0.03
wt.Vo. Other details are given in the Appendix.

Magnetites from the carbonatite intrusions

The average analyses of the cores and rims of the
zoned magnetites are listed in Table 2 and illustrat-
ed in a series of figures. Figures in the Appendix are
identified with the prefix A. The results confirm the
report of Boctor and Svisero (1978) that the miner-
als are composed essentially of the magnesioferrite-
magnetite solid solution series, with striking zoning
marked by increase of Fe3Oa from core to rim of
minerals. The mineral compositions are convenient-
ly represented in Figure 2. We compare mineral

Mqil-i0a

weighf

Fig. 2. Composition(wt,Vo) of magnetites from the carbonatite
intrusions represented in a Cr-free spinel prism. The analyses in
Table 2 occupy the outlined volume near Fe3Oa.

compositions by plotting weight fractions of compo-
nents rather than cation fractions. Figure 2 is a
modified combination of the two spinel prisms in
general use, which each include an axis for chro-
mites (Haegefty, ln6). Chromium is present only
as a trace element in the Jacupiranga magnetites,
and with removal of the chromite axis the remaining
variables from the two spinel prisms are combined
in Figure 2. The apex of the prism represents the
magnesioferrite-magnetite series, and the base of
the prism is defined by the spinel-hercynite series
and the magnesian titanate-ulvdspinel series. The
volume depicted in Figure 2 illustrates the fact that
more than 95Vo of eachanalyzed spinel is represent-
ed by the magnesioferrite-magnetite series (see
Table 2). The variations of Mg, Fe2*, Fe3*o Ti, and
Al can be represented in projections from Figure 2.
Table 2 gives values for other elements. MnO varies
from 0.l2Vo to l.52Vo, and CaO from UVo to more
than0.6Vo. The elements Nb, Ta, and Zrwere either
not detectable, or rarely detectable but present in
amounts below measurable limits. V occurs as a
minor element, as also reported by Boctor and
Svisero (1978).

Individual zoned crystals

Zoning is rather complex in most of the magne-
tites, with the complexity tending to increase with
increasing grain size. The character ofthe zoning is
illustrated in Figures Al through ,4,5 by the electron
microprobe traverses across individual minerals

MgFe2q
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Table 2. Average compositions of magnetites from the carbonatite intrusions

c1

l 9

I
c ( 5 )  R ( 6 )

Ti  02 1 .49 0.67
A1203  0 .23  0 .12

s i  02  0 .03  0 .03
Fe203 66.4 67.7
Feo 30.5 30.1
Irh0 0.20 0, I2
Cao 0.05 0.37
l4g0 1.14 0.51
ToTAL 100,04 99.72

c (10 )  R (e )

3 .18  ? .60
0 .04  0 .00

0 .02  0 .02
65.2 65.8
2 7 . O  2 7 . 3
0 .8 I  0 .58

0 .01  0 .16
4 .08  3 .46

I00.34 100.02

3
c ( 8 )  R ( 6 )

2 .84  I  . 15
0 .06  0 .00

0 .02  0 .03
65 .6  68 .6
26.4 26.4
0 .73  0 .48

0 .01  0 .24
4 .24  3 .26

99 .90  100 .16

4

c ( 8 )  R ( 8 )

2 .27  2 .O7
1 .00  0 .28

0 .03  0 .03
66 .9  67 .7

23.5 24.5
0 . 7 6  0 . 7 2

0 .02  0 .30
5 .98  4 .97

100 .46  100 .57

5
c ( 6 )  R ( 6 )

1 .48  I . 38
0 .58  0 .28

0 .04  0 .02
58 .5  68 .7
22 .0  22 .2
0 .71  0 .80

0 ,03  0 .47
6 .30  5 .63

99.74 99.48

6
c ( 8 )  R ( 7 )

1 .98  I . 89
1 . 6 7  1 . 6 5

0 .03  0 .03
67 .6  67 .3
2t.3 20.9
0 .69  0 .76
0 .00  0 .20
7 .45  7 .29

I00 .72  I 00 .02

7
c (8 )  R (8 )

Ti  02 0.35 0.30
Al  203 0,59 0.54
s i02  0 .02  0 .0 r
Fe203 70.2 69.3
FeO 24.6 26.2
l .ho 0.59 0.52

Cao  0 .07  0 .33
i l90 4.09 2.87

T0TAL 100.61 100.17

9 1 0  1 1  1 2

c (  10 )  R (  10 )
0 .97  0 .94

1 ,37  0 .97
0 .04  0 .03

69 .3  69 .3
2 1 . 3  2 2 . 1

1.03 l .18
0 .07  0 .47
6 .41  5 .48

100.55 100.47

c ( 6 )  R ( 6 )

0 .71  0 .68

t . 5 2  0 . 9 1
0 .02  0 .03

69 .8  69 .8
19.9 20.6
r . 0 4  1 . 1 9
0 .03  0 .50
7 . 2 4  6 . 1 3

100 .26  99 .84

c ( 1 1 )  R ( 8 )

1 . 0 0  1 . I 0

1 . 1 9  0 . 9 I
0 .02  0 .02

70 .8  70 ,5

1 7 . 5  L 7  . 4

1 . 3 6  t . 5 2

0 .03  0 .43
8 .83  8 .40

100 .73  100 .28

c ( 7 )  R ( 7 )

0.90 0.69

2 .69  1 .24
0 .04  0 .03

71 .3  i 0 . 1

15 .5  18 .0

0 .96  1 .30
0 .03  0 .41
9 .94  7 .79

101 .36  99 .56

c ( s )  R ( 6 )

0 . s0  0 .45

1 .93  1 .28

0 .02  0 .03

7 l  . l  7 1  . 3
t ) . J  l f . f

1  . 1 6  1 . 4 5

0 . 0 8  0 . 4 7

9 . 9 5  9 . 1 9

100.04  99 .67

ca

l 3

c (14 )  R (12 )

1 .54  0 .85
i . 1 4  0 . 1 3

0 .03  0 .03

68 . s  70 .1
22.2 23.7
0 .98  0 .85
0 .03  0 ,61

6 .32  4 .45
t00.74 I00.72

l4

c (10 )  R (e )

1 . 4 7  1 . 3 7
1 .55  0 .34

0 .02  0 .03
58.0 68.6
20.7 22.5
0 .99  1 .10
0 .02  0 .43

7 .  t 0  5 .30
99.85 99.67

15

c ( 4 )  R ( 4 )

0 .57  0 .33
0 .89  0 ,1 I

0 .01  0 .03
7 t . 7  70 .5

18.4 24.6
0 . 7 1  0 . 6 1
0 .01  0 .30

8 .35  3 .82
100.64 100,30

16

c (  12 )  R (e )

0 .43  0 .33
2 . 4 0  1 . 5 1

0 .02  0 .02
70 ,5  70 .8

1 7 . 3  1 8 . 9
0 ,85  L .?5
0 .01  0 .38

9 .03  7 .27

100.54 100.46

c ( 1 i )  R ( r 0 )

0.64 0.49
2 . t 6  0 .39

0 .02  0 .03
70 .3  71 .3

1 7 . 1  1 9 . 5
0 .78  1 .04
0 .0 I  0 .30

9 .26  6 .90

LOO.27 100.05

c ( 6 )  R ( 5 )

0 .60  0 .55
2 . 1 1  0 . 8 1

0 .0 i  0 . 03
70.4 69.7

16.7 21.4

1 .03  1 .03
0 .01  0 .36

9 .29  5 .69

I00 .15  99 .57

t8

Ti 02
Al 203
si 02
Fe203
Fe0
Mn0

Ca0
I'tg0

TOTAI.

c5

19
c (  10 )  R (8 )

0 .21  0 .20
0.04 0.01

0 .02  0 .02
69 .4  69 .4
27.5 27.6
0 .34  0 ,34
0 .16  0 .46
1 .90  I . 7 l

99.67 99.74

2T 22

Ti 02
Al 203
si  02
Fe203
Fe0
r'h0
Ca0
M9o
TOTAL

c (  10 )  R (  r 0 )
0 .23  0 .25
1 .42  0 .40
0 .02  0 .03

69.6 69.7
22.4 24.1
0 . 7 1  0 . 7 1
0 .02  0 .42

5 .52  3 .84
99.92 99.45

c( r3 )  R(e)
0 .30  0 .14
1 .06  0 .26

0 .02  0 .o2
70 .4  70 .9
2t.9 23.5
0 .63  0 .57
0 .0 I  o .32

5 .90  4 .44
t00.?2 100.15

c ( e )  R ( e )

0 .42  0 .26
0.02 0.03

0 .03  0 .02
6 9 . 1  6 9 . 3
28.8 29.3
0 . r 7  0 . 1 2
0 .27  0 .50

1 .43  0 .9 I
t00.24 100.44

c ( 1 2 )  R ( 1 1 )

0 .22  0 .2 I
0 . 3 2  0 . 1  3

0 .02  0 .03
69.2 69.0
28.7 29.5
0 .26  0 .22
0 ,03  0 .26

1 .56  0 .89

I00.31 100.24

c ( 1 4 )  R ( 1 0 )

0 . 2 7  0 . 2 3

0 . 8 6  0 . 1 6

0 . 0 5  0 . 0 3

6 9 . 1  6 9 . 6

28.6 ?9.6

0 . 3 2  0 . 2 2

0 . 0 4  0 . 3 4

1 . 8 3  0 . 9 3

1 0 t . 0 7  1 0 1 . 1 1

l -Sov i te  5 -Sov i te  9 -Rauhaug ' i te
2-Sov i te  6 -Sov i te  l0 -Sov i te
3-Sov i te  7 -Rauhaug i te  1 l -Sov i te
4-Sov i te  8 -Sov i te  l2 -Sov i te

l7 -Sov i  te  z l -Sov i  te
l8 -Rauhaug i  te  22-Rauhaug i  te
19-Sov i  te  23-Rauhaug i  te
20-Befors i te  24-Befors i te

(X)  =  number  o f  measurements

1  3-Sov i  te
14-Sov i  te
15-Sov i te
l6 -Sov i te

C =  core  o f  minera l R =  r im o f  n inera l



from each of the five carbonatite intrusions. De-
scriptions of the figures are given in the Appendix.

The zoning trends from cores to rims represented
in terms of oxides are as follows: (l) MgO de-
creases, (2) Fe2O3 and CaO increase, (3) TiO2
decreases or remains constant, (4) Al2O3 decreases
except for C1 where it remains constant, (5) FeO
increases except for Cr where it decreases, and (6)
MnO remains constant, or exhibits a slight decrease
(Cr) or slight increase (Cr).

Examinations of these zoning profiles leads to the
following conclusions about variations in solid solu-
tions from core to rim: (1) Fe3Oa increases, (2)
MgFe2Oa decreases, (3) in magnetites from C1,
Fe2TiOa decreases with insignificant variation of
MgAl2Oa, (4) in magnetites from C2 to C5, MgAl2Oa
decreases with only slight variation of FezTiO+, (5)
MnFe2Oa fiacobsite produced by replacement of FeO
or occasionally MgO by MnO) generally decreases,
but it increases in some samples, (6) CaFezOr
(produced by replacement of MgO in magnesiofer-
rite by CaO) increases.

It is evident that ulvrispinel plays an important
role in the zoning of magnetite of the C1 carbona-
tite, but it is not important for magnetites from the
other carbonatites. The magnetites in the C1 car-
bonatite also differ from those in the other carbona-
tites because MgAl2Oa remains nearly constant,
whereas it decreases from core to rim in magnetites
from the other carbonatites.

Core compositions and ranges of zoning
Because the compositions of the cores of the

magnetites should reflect the early history of their
crystallization in each carbonatite intrusion, these
compositions are reviewed and compared first. The
zoning trends will be analyzed subsequently, using
the chemical variation trends of the core composi-
tions in each of the five carbonatite intrusions as a
basis for comparison. The average core composi-
tions from Table 2 can be related to their positions
within the spinel prism of Figure 2 in the projections
illustrated in Figures 3, 4, and 5.

The variation of FeO/(FeO+MgO), correspond-
ing to the main trend along the magnesioferrite to
magnetite edge of the spinel prism, is shown for the
core compositions of magnetites in each of the five
intrusions in Figure 3. The values are arranged in
order of decreasing age of the intrusions, from C1 to
Cs. The core compositions from each intrusion
occupy a fairly wide range, except for C5. The
ranges for Ct, Ca, and Cs barely overlap; that for C2

0.6 01 0.8
Fe0/(FeO + MgO)

Fig. 3. Range of FeO/(FeO+MgO) of the core compositions
(Table 2) for the five carbonatite intrusions according to
decreasing age (Fig. I, Table l). Cr-triangles, C2-squaf,es,
C3---circles, Ca--diamonds, and C5-hexagons.

overlaps Ct, Ct, and Ca; and that for C1 overlaps the
other four intrusions. With the exception of the
magneti tes for Ct,  the highest value of
FeO/(FeO+MgO) for the cores of magnetites in
each intrusion decreases with decreasing age.

Figures 4A,5, and 4'6 show the same analyses in
projections from the spinel prism of Figure 2. The
projections correspond in terms of geometry to the
standard projections of Irvine (1965), but composi-
tions are in weight fractions rather than in cation
fractions. Two additional points are given, Ba and
85 representing the core compositions of magnetites
from two beforsite,dikes associated with carbona-
tites Ca and C5, respectively (see Table 1). Figure 6
compares the Mn content with Mg content of the

0.99

0.97

n

0.95
U O 0 7  0 . 8  0 . 9  t 0 0 6  0 7  0 8  0 9  t 0

FeOl(Fe0+Mg0) Fe0/( rgg +Ygg;

Fig. 4. Average core and rim compositions of magnetites
(Table 2) in projections from the spinel prism (Fig. 2). A
representative range of values is shown for one of the average
points. A. Core compositions. See Figure 3 for symbols. B. The
core compositions connected by lines to corresponding rim
compositions (dots) showing zoning trends.
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magnetite core compositions (Fig. aA) this same
trend appears to be superimposed on a dominant
trend in Cr Cz and Cr directed towards the lower
right corner, which corresponds to enrichment in
ulvospinel (see Fig. 5). Additional details are given
in the Appendix.

The chemical variation trends exhibited by the
magnetite core compositions are well illustrated in
the projections from the spinel prism in weight per
cent, but the zoning exhibited by individual magne-
tites within the intrusions is better represented and
interpreted in terms of element substitutions.

Element substitutions

The analyses in Table 2 were recalculated in
terms of cation numbers. Element substitutions for
Fe3* are illustrated in Figure 7. Substitution by
Al3+ is represented by the replacement line for the
ratio 1:1, and substitution by Ti+Si according to
2Fe3* : Ti4* + Fe2*, as in the magnetite-ulvo-
spinel series, is represented by the replacement line
for the ratio 2:1. Stoichiometric magnetites plot
between these two lines. The substitution of AIzOr
is more important for the core magnetites in intru-
sions C2 to Cs. The magnetites from C1 plot closer
to the 1: I replacement line, confirming their greater
content of ulv<ispinel. All zoning trends are directed
towards maximum site occupancy by Fe3* as
shown in Figure 78. This trend, coupled with the
trend of increasing FeO (Figure 4B), demonstrates
the tendency of magnetites to zone towards Fe3Oa.
The Appendix includes additional comments on
element substitutions and zoning trends.

43210
Mg (cotion number)

Fig. 6. Magnetite analyses for Mn and Mg (Table 2). See
legend for Figure 4. A representative range is shown for one
average point.

to0.90.80.70.6

FeO/(FeO+ MgO)
Fig. 5. Average core compositions of magnetites projected

from the spinel prism (Figure 2). See legend for Figure 4.

core magnetites. Descriptions of these figures are
given in the Appendix.

Figures 3, 4, 5 and 6 show that the cores of the
magnetites from each of the five carbonatite intru-
sions are chemically distinct and distinguishable.
Overlaps in composition in some diagrams are not
present in other diagrams. The carbonatite intru-
sions C2 and C3 include dolomitic rocks among the
sovites, but both rock types have similar magne-
tites.

The zoning ranges from core to rim of each
magnetite analyzed are shown by the connecting
lines in Figures 48, ,4.6B, A7 and AE. Most of these
lines probably have superimposed on them varia-
tions of the kind illustrated in the detailed composi-
tional profiles of Figures Al through A5. All zoning
has a component in the direction of increasing
FeO/(FeO+MgO), equivalent to a decreasing num-
ber of Mg cations in Figure A8. In Figure 48, most
lines are directed towards the upper right hand
corner representing the FerO+ end-member. For the
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Fe3* (cotion number)
Fig. 7. Magnetite analyses (Table 2) recalculated in terms of

cations. A. Core compositions. See Figure 3 for symbols. B.
Core (symbols) and rim (dots) composition. See text for
interpretation. The range of Al+Ti+Si for magnetite cores from
each intrusion is shown on the right of B.

The range of Al+Ti+Si for the magnetite cores is
shown for each intrusion in Figure 7B. The highest
values for each intrusion decrease with decreasing
age from C2 to C5, and the highest value for C1 is
barely distinguishable from that for C2. This shows
the same tendency of increasing Fe*3 in the se-
quence C2 to C5 as that shown by the individual
zoning trends. A similar pattern was observed for
the highest FeO/(FeO+MgO) in the core magnetites
(Fie. 3).

Magnetites from special locations

The ranges of compositions of the magnetites in
the main bodies of the five carbonatite intrusions
provide a framework for comparison of the compo-
sitions of magnetites from several other, more spe-
cialized environments in the Jacupiranga Complex.
The average analyses of magnetites from four dif-
ferent environments are listed in Table 3, and in
Figure 8. The field relationships of the rocks listed
were outlined briefly in connection with the geolo-
gy, and Table l.

The contact between carbonatite intrusions Ct
and C3

In an attempt to find evidence to account for the
difiuse banding and the increase in dolomite at the
intrusive contact between carbonatites C2 and C3
(Fig. 1), magnetites from the calcitic (S) and colomi-
tic rocks (B) were analyzed and plotted in Figures 8
and 9, which show the composition ranges of mag-
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netite cores from the five intrusions, transferred
from Figures 44, 4,6, and 6.

The core composition of the magnetite from the
dolomite rock in the contact zone (B) does not
correspohd precisely to any ofthe ranges ofcompo-
sition characteized for the five carbonatites. In
Figure 8B, it plots above the intrusive rocks, very
close to the position of the beforsite dike (85 in
Figure A'6), which is an offshoot of the carbonatite
intrusion Cs. Thus, it has chemical characteristics
more similar to magnetite in the beforsite dikes than
to any other magnetites.

The core composition of the magnetite from the
calcite rock in the contact zone (S) plots within the
areas for intrusion C1 in Figures 8A and 9, within
the area for C3 if plotted in Figure 5, and separately
from all intrusive rocks in Figure 88.

A microprobe profile across one of the magne-

Table 3. Average 
"o.ooil:""1;J.t 

magnetites from special

c  (8 )

T i  02  2 .09

41203 1 .83

s i02  0 .04

Fe203 66 .1

Feo 23 .0

fino 0.80

Cao 0 .02

l',f90 6.20

T0TAL 100.08

R ( 6 )  c ( 5 )

1 . 8 1  0 . 7 9

0 . 9 1  l . I l

0 .03  0 .05

6 6 . 5  6 6 . 4

23.5 28.3

0 . 9 1  0 . 3 1

0 . 3 0  0 . 0 7

5.07  1  .93

99.03  98 .96

R ( 3 )  c ( 2 )

0 . 1 4  I l . 3

0 . 5 3  3 . 0 7

0.01  0 .09

66.7  46 .1

0 .2r  0 .50

0 . 3 7  0 . 0 2

1 .07  5 .24

98.73  99 .72

R(z) iA l-ll
9 . 8 8  1 1 . 0  7  . 2 8

2 , 2 6  2 . 4 8  1 . 9 1

0.05  0 .03  0 .00

49.2  47 .2  55 .1

3?.5  33 .2  32 .8

0 . 5 0  0 . 5 1  0 . 1 8

0 . 1 1  0 . 1 1  0 . 0 0

4.67  4 .99  3 .52

99.27  99 .52  100.79

1 1 l 310

1Z.I
r i02  1 .00

Al 203 0.00

s i  02  0 .04

Fe203 67 .0

Feo 31 .5

l4n0 0.05

Cao 0 .14

Mgo 0 .  14

TOTAL 99.87

(rol I9I
0.90  2 .56

0.00  0 .20

0.04  0 .04

67.8  66 .7

31.2  24 ,8

0 .07  0 .96

0.04  0 .02

0.44  5 .09

100.49  100.24

(r0) i_2I
r .52  t .47
0.43  0 .00

0.08  0 .03

6 6 . 6  6 6 , 3

29.7  30 .4

0 . 3 2  0 , 1 9

0 . 0 I  0 . 0 1

I  .69  1 .07

100.35  99 .47

M 1?) tal
0.02  0 .00  0 .05

0.03  0 .00  0 .00

0 . 0 6  0 . 1 1  0 . 0 5

68,2 68.8 68.2

28.8 26.9 28.5

0 . 3 0  2 . 9 7  0 . 2 1

0 , 0 4  0 . 1 3  0 . 3 9

0.94  0 .56  0 .93

98.39  99 .47  98 .33

I  - -  Sov i te  in  the  contac t  o f  C2 and Ca.

2  - -  Befors i te  in  the  contac t  o f  C2 and Ca.

3 ,4  - -  Jacup i rangu i te .  l lo  i lnen i te  lane l lae  de tec ted .

5  - -  Jacup i rangu i te .  The neares t  reasurenent  to  an  i l ren i te  lane l la  in
an exso lved gra in

6 ,7  - -  Exso lved magnet i te  in  the  reac t ion  rock  o f  the  C l  in t rus ion .

I  - -  Exso lved magnet i te  in  the  reac t ion  rock  o f  the  Ca in t rus ion ,

9 ,10  - -  Exso lved magnet i te  in  the  reac t ion  rock  o f  the  C5 in t rus ion .

I I  - -  Magnet i te  in te rgrowth  w i th  pyr i te  in  a  rauhaug i te  f ron  the  C i
i  n t rus i  on  .

12  - -  t lagnet i te  in te rgrowth  w i th  pyr i te  in  a  sov i te  f rm the  C i
i n t r u s i o n .

13  - -  ihgnet i te  in te rgrowth  w i th  pyr i te  in  a  sov i te  f ron  the  Cd
i n t r u s i o n .

C =  co fe  o f  minera l  R  =  r im o f  n inera l  (X)  =  nunber  o f  measureren ts
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Fig. 8. Magnetites from special locations (Table 3) compared
with the ranges of average core compositions for each of the five
carbonatite intrusions outlined in Fieures 4,{ and 46A. Dots are
rim compositions.

tites showed some variation in TiO2, and a signifi-
cant decrease in Al2O3 from core to rim, similar to
the variations in magnetite from C3. The strong
zoning for Al2O3 indicates that the calcite rock in
the contact zone is not related to C1, despite its
coincidence with the areas for C1 in some figures.
This is consistent with the fact that Cr is older than
C2 and C:, according to the field relations.

Magnetites from the reaction between carbonatite
and jacupirangite

Magnetite compositions from the banded reaction
rocks (silicate bands) associated with carbonatite
intrusions Cr, Cr, and C5 are presented in Table 3,
along with magnetite from jacupirangite, and these
are compared with magnetite from the carbonatites
in Figures 8 and 9. The magnetites from jacupiran-
gite have compositions quite distinct from those in
the carbonatite intrusions. The magnetites in the
reaction bands are similar in composition to those in
the carbonatites, with somewhat higher TiO2.

The jacupirangites contain titanomagnetite which
exhibit some exsolution of ilmenite within a centi-
meter or two from the banded reaction rock. Analy-
ses 3 and 4 in Table 3 are from a jacupirangite
titanomagnetite with no detectable ilmenite lamel-
lae, and analysis 5, with less TiOz, is for magnetite
adjacent an ilmenite lamella in an exsolved mineral.

The magnetites from the carbonatites (Table 2) are
too low in titanium to yield the exsolved magnetites
of the reaction rock (Table 3). Therefore, the ex-
solved magnetites in the reaction bands are proba-
bly derived from titanomagnetites in the jacupiran-
gite. However, as discussed in the Appendix, the
chemical relationships cannot be explained in terms
of exsolution alone.

Magnetite intergrowth with pyrite

Patches and strings of magnetite in euhedral and
subhedral crystals of pyrite occur commonly in
carbonatites C3 and Ca, less often in C1 and C2, and
not in C5. The magnetites are light grey in reflected
light. Three analyses from examples in C3 and Ca
are presented in Table 3, and compared with the
other magnetites in Figures 8 and 9. They are
extremely low in TiO2 and Al2O3, very low in MgO,
and very rich in FqOa. The relationship between
Mn and Mg in these magnetites contrasts sharply
with that in the discrete magnetite crystals, as
shown in Figure 9. The number of Mg cations in the
intergrowth magnetites is at the extreme low end of
the range for the discrete magnetites, and the range
of Mn cations extends to much higher levels. The
intergrowth magnetites plot on lines transverse to
the variation in the discrete carbonatite magnetites,
with the l: I slope representing the substitution of
Mg by Mn.

Inclusions in magnetite crystals

The magnetites from the carbonatites contain
many inclusions, commonly composed of more
than one mineral, making it difficult to analyze them
with the electron microprobe. However, the analy-

Mg (cotion number )
Fig. 9. Magnetites from special locations (Table 3) compared

with the ranges of average core compositions for each of the five
carbonatite intrusions outlined in Figure 6. For symbols see
Figure E. Dots are rim compositions.
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ses were sufficient to determine the major minerals
present. Inclusions of carbonate, apatite, phlogo-
pite, and spinel are most abundant. The carbonates,
with sharp straight edges, are dolomite or calcite,
and rarely siderite or magnesite. Spinel (MgAlzO+)
inclusions occur either alone or with carbonates.
Hercynite was identified in one inclusion. High
values of SiO2 recorded in some analyses of spinel
(MgAlzO+) indicate the coexistence of a silicate
phase. One analysis of a spinel inclusion was re-
ported by Mitchell (1978). Rare inclusions of ilmen-
ite were found in some C1 and C3 magnetites.

Comparison with previous results from the
Jacupiranga carbonatite

Figure 10 reproduces from Figures 4.{ and ,{6 the
ranges of average compositions for the cores of the
magnetites from the five carbonatite intrusions at
Jacupiranga. The magnetite analyses presented by
Mitchell (1978) and Boctor and Svisero (1978) for
the Jacupiranga carbonatite are plotted for compari-
son. They reported no zoning. Their analyses are
generally similar to our results, despite the fact that
their samples were obtained from a higher level in
the quarry some years before the collection of our
rocks. The three analyses of magnetites given by
Mitchell (1978) contain exsolved ilmenite lamellae.
More details are given in the Appendix. Melcher

X Jocupirongo ( Miict€lt, t978 )

+ Jocupirqngo ( Boctor qd Svisero,1978)

a oko (McMohon ond thqgert, tgzg)

e Sorfori6q (Secher ond Lqrsen, l9B0)

- Alnd (von Ekermonn, 1974)

0 Alricon corbo0otites ( prins, t972 )

I vti ih ersolved itmenite Alricon
@rbonotifes ( Prins, 1972 )

0.9 t.0 06 07

FeO/(  FeQ+Y991

Fig. 10. Jacupiranga magnetite analysis by Mitchell (1978) and
Boctor and Svisero (1978), and from other carbonatites,
compared with the ranges of average core compositions for each
of the five Jacupiranga carbonatite intrusions outlined in Fisures
4,{ and A64. Dots are rim compositions.

(1966) presented an analysis of a magnetite concen-
trate from the Jacupiranga carbonatite, which is
similar to those from the C1 carbonatite (Table 2).

Comparison with magnetites from other
carbonatites

Mitchell (1978) and Boctor and Svisero (1978)
compared their analyses of magnetites from Jacu-
piranga with a selection of the few analyses pub-
lished for magnetites from other carbonatites. Some
of these analyses, and others, are compared in
Figure 10 with the ranges of core compositions of
magnetites from the five Jacupiranga carbonatite
intrusions. The magnetites from other carbonatites
are even more closely crowded into the Fe3Oa
corner of the spinel prism than those from Jacupir-
anga (Fig. 2), but many of the others contain more
Ti. A detailed review of Figure 10, together with
data on MnO, is presented in the Appendix.

Magnetite compositions and magmatic evolution

The magnetites from the five carbonatite intru-
sions ofJacupiranga, and from carbonatites in gen-
eral, occupy a very restricted range of composi-
tions, as shown in Figure 2 andby Mitchell (1979).
However, the fact that the magnetite core composi-
tions in each of the five intrusions are chemically
distinguishable from each other indicates that they
are sensitive to conditions of formation, and they
should therefore provide useful petrogenetic infor-
mation.

The origin of carbonatites

Theories for the origin of carbonatites have been
reviewed in detail by Heinrich (1966, chapter 10),
Tuttle and Gittins (1966), Carmichael et al. (1974,
chapter 10), Le Bas (1977 , chapters 23 and 24) , and
Gittins (1978). There was general reluctance to
accept early proposals that carbonatites were mag-
matic, partly because the fusion temperature of
calcite, above 1300'C, was much higher than esti-
mated emplacement temperatures of carbonatites
(700'C to 350"C). There was much debate about the
relative merit of hypotheses involving intrusive
marbles, xenolithic marbles, hydrothermal or car-
bothermal deposits, and metasomatic replacement
of various alkalic rocks. Experimental evidence
that calcite could be precipitated from melts at
moderate temperatures and pressures in the system
CaO-CO2-H2O (Wyllie and Tuttle, 1960) led to
general acceptance of a magmatic origin for most
carbonatites, with processes involving crystalliza-
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tion differentiation or liquation of a carbonated
nephelinitic magma. There is experimental evi-
dence for both processes (Koster van Groos and
Wyllie, 1966,1973; Wyllie, 1978). The prospect that
carbonatitic melts could be present in the upper
mantle (Wyllie and Huang, 1975) does not justify
suggestions that near-surface carbonatites were
precipitated from primary, mantle-derived carbona-
tite magmas. Mitchell (1979) presented arguments
opposing such suggestions.

The chemical variation of the magnetites in the
Jacupiranga carbonatites is so systematic that it
would be dfficult to account for it by any process
other than magmatic. The challenge is to explain the
mineralogy of the five carbonatite intrusions in
terms of successive intrusions derived from a single
evolving parent nephelinitic magma. or from
successive batches of silicate magma. The major
processes to evaluate are (1) fractional crystalliza-
tion of parent silicate melt(s), (2) separation of
immiscible liquid fractions from silicate melt(s), and
(3) fractional crystallization of a parent carbonatite
magma derived previously from a silicate magma.

FeOl(FeO+MSO) and its time significance

It is expected that FeO/(FeO+MgO) for minerals
crystallizing from a magma will increase with pro-
gressive crystallization, that is, with decreasing
temperature and increasing time. Every magnetite
analyzed in the carbonatite intrusions of Jacupir-
anga exhibits a component of zoning with increas-
ing FeO/(FeO+MgO), which is consistent with this
expectation (Figs. 4B, .A6B, and A7). Therefore, we
will assume that FeO/(FeO+MgO) for magnetite in
a given intrusion correlates with a particular tem-
perature and time in its history.

The cores of magnetites in the four intrusions
C1 to C+ (Fig. 3) display a wider range of
FeO/(FeO+MgO) than the ranges of magnetite
compositions from other carbonatites illustrated in
Figure 10. The measured compositions at the cen-
ters of random slices through zoned magnetites
would be higher than the actual core compositions,
but comparison of the zoning in Figures 4B, A6B
and A7 with the ranges of core compositions in
Figures 4A, ,4'6,4' and 5 demonstrates that this effect
is insufficient to explain the complete ranges of
measured core compositions. Thus, it is evident
that the magnetite crystals did not nucleate together
at the beginning of crystallization of each carbona-
tite intrusion. Most likely, additional magnetite
crystals nucleated through the crystallization inter-

vals, but there is a possibility that influxes of more
evolved carbonatite magma brought in magnetites
with higher FeO/(FeO+MgO).

Within a particular carbonatite intrusion, assum-
ing that crystallization of the magnetite began with-
in the carbonatite magma and not in the parent
magma from which the carbonatite was derived, the
lowest value of FeO/(FeO+MgO) in a magnetite
core should represent the earliest time in the history
of that carbonatite intrusion. There is an excellent
correlation in Figure 3 between the lowest value of
this ratio for each intrusion and the age of the
intrusion determined from field relationships, ex-
cept for C1.

The ranges of composition of the magnetite cores
in C3, Ca and Cs succeed each other closely, with
only very slight overlap (Fig. 3), which is consistent
with a conclusion that these three carbonatites
represent a continuum in time and chemical evolu-
tion of carbonatite magma. From this evidence, the
three intrusions could represent successive batches
of magmafrom a single evolving body of magma, or
the magma that produced intrusion C3 could have
diferentiated further to produce carbonatites Ca
and C5 in succession.

The range of core compositions for the magne-
tites from C2 begins with FeO/(FeO*MgO) lower
than that of C3, consistent with the age relationships
(Fig. 3), but the range of core compositions contin-
ues further than, and thus later than, the range for
C3 and into the center of the range for Cr. This
suggests that the chemical evolution of C2 overlaps
the history of C3 and Ca, which is not inconsistent
with the possibility that Cr, or the sequence Cs-Cn
C5, w&S derived by differentiation of and physical
separation from the parent magma which produced
carbonatite C2.

The lowest value of FeO/(FeO+MgO) for magne-
tite cores in C1 is higher than values in Cz and Cr.
The simple interpretation that Cr is younger than Cz
and C3 is inconsistent with the field relationships
(Figs. I and 3). The range of core compositions for
C1 extends to the highest values recorded in the
youngest intrusion, C5.

The parent from which C1 was derived, be it
carbonatite or silicate magma, may have reached a
stage in chemical evolution different from that of
the parent(s) from which Cz through Cs were de-
rived. There appears to be some kind of intemrp-
tion in magmatic evolution between the crystalliza-
tion of magmas producing Ct, Cz, and Cr-Cc-Cs,
with the more marked hiatus between C1 and C2.
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These prospects can be explored in more detail
when data from coexisting minerals become avail-
able.

Core composition trends and zoning trends

If the successive values of FeO/(FeO+MgO) in
the ranges of magnetite core compositions reflect
the successive nucleation of magnetite crystals with
decreasing temperature and increasing FeO/(FeO +
MgO) of the magmas, the simplest interpretation,
then the zoning ranges of individual crystals should
follow the same trends as the core compositions.
This is broadly true for the variation of Al2O3/
(Al2O3*Fe2O3+TiO2) in Figure ,{6, and broadly
true (with a few notable exceptions discussed be-
low) for the variation of Al2O3/(Al2O3+TiO2) in
Figure 5 and A7. The variation of Fe2O3/(Fe2
O3+TiOt, however, differs markedly from the sim-
ple pattern, and confirms the distinctive chemical
character of the magnetites in C1 compared with
those in the other four intrusions (Figs. 4,{ and B).

The core compositions of magnetites from car-
bonatites C2 to C5 have values of Fe2O3/(Fe2O3r
TiO) greater than 0.978, with one exception from
C2 with a low value near 0.965 (Fig. 4A). Their
zoning lines are directed almost horizontally, indi-
cating little variation in Fe2O3/TiO2 during crystalli-
zation of the magmas. The same trend is broadly
defined by the core compositions of the magnetites
in these four intrusions, except for the two latest
magnetites from C3 which drop down to values just
below 9.8, and for the exception from C2 noted
above.

The core compositions of all magnetites from C1
have Fe2O3/(Fe2O3+TiO) less than 0.98. The four
C1 core compositions lowest in Figures 4,4. and B
illustrate a trend of Fe2O3/(Fe2O3+TiO, decreasing
from 0.97 to 0.95 with increasing FeO/(FeO+MgO).
(The two lowest points for core magnetites from C3
indicate a parallel trend for C3, but the zoning
trends in the two intrusions are quite different). The
zoning of individual magnetites in C1 is directed
approximately perpendicular to the core trend de-
fined by the four magnetites, that is, with increasing
Fe2O3/(Fe2O:+TiOz) for increasing FeO/(FeO+
MgO).The two magnetite cores in Cl with values of
Fe2O3/(Fe2O3+TiO) near 0.98, higher than the four
defining a core trend from 0.97 to 0.95, are dis-
placed from the core trend in the direction of the
zoning paths, and their zoning lines continue in the
same direction.

There must be at least two effects associated with

the nucleation and crystallization of the magnetites
in carbonatite C1. The zoning represents the chang-
ing chemistry of the carbonatite magma during
crystallization and, therefore, the opposing trend
with respect to Fe2O3/(Fe2O3+TiO2) illustrated by
the set of four magnetite cores must be caused by
some other effect, presumably related in some way
to the parent magma(s) from which the carbonatite
magma was derived, either a carbonatite predeces-
sor, or silicate parent.

The magnetites of intrusion C1 are also distin-
guished from those of the other intrusions by their
core compositions (Figures 4,{ and 5) and zoning
trends (Fig. aB). Their distinctive chemistry com-
pared with the magnetites in the other four intru-
sions was also noted in the illustration of their
zoning with respect to Fe2TiO4 and MgAl2Oa (Figs.
Al through A5), and the element substitutions (Fig.
7t.

The zoning of magnetites from intrusion Cr illus-
trated in Figure 48 is towards the higher level of
Fe2O3/(Fe2O3+TiO2) characteristic of magnetites
from the other four intrusions, indicating that the
core magnetite cores in C1 crystallized from a
magma less evolved than those which yielded intru-
sions C2 through Ca. The less evolved magma was
probably formed earlier in the history of the com-
plex than the other magmas, which is consistent
with the age relationships based on field relation-
ships. The inconsistency for C1 in Figure 3, consid-
ering the lowest value of FeO/(FeO+MgO) as indi-
cator of relative ages of intrusions, remains
unexplained.

There is one anomaly in Figure 4. The magnetite
from C2 with low Fe2O3/(Fe2O3+TiO2) has core
composition and zoning trend corresponding to
those of magnetites in Cr. In other respects, this
particular magnetite does not differ significantly
from the others in C2 (Figs. 4 and 5).

Apart from the contrast between magnetites from
C1 compared with those from the other intrusions in
Figure 48, the zoning trends exhibit agreement with
the general trends of core compositions, but there
are a few examples of zoning reversals. The last C2
magnetite in Figure .4.68 reverses, exhibiting an
increase of Al2O3l(Al2O3*Fe2O3*TiO2) from core
to rim, and it shows the equivalent reversal in
Figure A7. Three other exceptions in Figure A7
(two from C1 and one from C5) illustrate a re-
versal of the zoning trend, with increase of
Al2O3(AlzO3+TiO2) from core to rim.

Figure 6 illustrates a general variation in magne-
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tite cores of decreasing Mn with decreasing Mg,
which corresponds to increasing FeO/(FeO+MgO)
and progressive crystallization. The Mn content
may increase or decrease from core to rim of
individual crystals, with much more variability than
zoning for the other elements (Figs. 48, A6B, and
A7). There is a tendency for magnetites with high
Mg to zone towards increasing Mn, and for those
with lower Mg to zone towards decreasing Mn, but
there are some exceptions among magnetites richer
in Mg (Figure A8). Note that the magnetites from C1
fit the general pattern, but the earliest magnetites do
not contain as much Mn as most of the magnetites
in C2, and as half of those in C3. Given the field
(Fig. 1) and chemical (Fig. aB) evidence that Cr is
older and less chemically evolved than the other
four carbonatite intrusions, the relatively low Mn
content of its more Mg-rich magnetites is consistent
with the previous conclusion that there is some kind
of chemical hiatus between C1 and CrCs, probably
related to their respective parent magmas.

Beforsite dikes

In Figures 4,A. and B, the magnetite core composi-
tions and zoning in the dike rocks Ba and 85 are
indistinguishable from those in the associated intru-
sions, Ca and C5. In Figures A6 and 5, however, the
magnetite cores in the dikes are relatively higher in
Al2O3/(Al2O3+Fe2O3*TiOz) and Al2O3l(Al2O3
+TiO2) compared with the magnetite cores in Ca
and Cs, for comparable values of FeO/(FeO+MgO).
This indicates that the dikes crystallized from mag-
mas representing earlier stages of evolution than the
magmas precipitating the carbonatite bodies which
they cut (C+) or are derived from (Bs is an offshoot
from C5, Table 1).

The dike Ba cannot represent a differentiate from
the intrusion Ca which it cuts, and its occurrence
suggests the persistence below the intrusion Ca of a
magma body at a somewhat earlier stage of chemi-
cal evolution than C+. Similarly, the dike 85 ema-
nating from C5 cannot represent a differentiate from
the intrusion C5. It could represent the initial intru-
sion of carbonatite C5, which was followed by the
magma body producing the somewhat more
evolved carbonatite C5.

Contact region between intrusions C2 and C3

The magnetite data for the calcite- (S) and dolo-
mite-rocks (B) in the contact zone with diffuse
banding between intrusions C2 and C3 was reviewed
in connection with Figures 8 and 9. The simplest

interpretation of the data so far available is that the
calcite rock in the contact zone could be related to
either intrusion, C2 or C3, but is probably related to
Cr. The formation of the dolomite-rock in this zone
appears to be most closely related (in terms of
magnetite chemistry) to the beforsite dikes (Bs)
emanating from the youngest intrusion, Cs. We
concluded that the dikes Bs could have been the
precursors of the magma forming intrusion C5, and
perhaps this material also penetrated the carbona-
tite complex along the earlier contact between C2
and C3. Alternative explanations involve metaso-
matism by the introduction of fluids from uncertain
sources. More information is required for a satisfac-
tory interpretation.

Reaction zone between carbonatite and iacupiran-
gite

The data for magnetite present in jacupirangite
and in the banded rocks developed between carbon-
atite and jacupirangite were reviewed in connection
with Figures 8 and 9. The jacupirangite contains
titanomagnetite which exsolved ilmenite in the re-
action bands. The magnetites in the silicate layers
(magnetite is absent from the carbonatite layers) are
similar in composition to some of those in the
associated carbonatite intrusions. but with some-
what higher TiO2. They originally contained much
more TiO2 than the magnetite in carbonatite, as
shown by the presence of ilmenite lamellae. The
evidence is clear that the magnetites in the reaction
bands were produced from titanomagnetite in the
jacupirangite by exsolution of ilmenite. However,
as concluded in connection with Figure 9, there are
other chemical reactions involved, and we have
insufficient evidence to work them out in detail.
More information is required about the range of
titanomagnetite compositions in jacupirangite, and
the intermediate stages of the reaction between
jacupirangite and carbonatite.

Metasomatic processes involved in the formation
of the banded rocks produce magnetites in the
silicate bands only, which do not correspond close-
ly in composition to the magnetites in the associated
carbonatites. Therefore, we see no evidence sup
porting extrapolation of metasomatic processes in
the reaction bands to the origin of carbonatite
intrusions as a whole.

Discussion

The field evidence that the carbonatite plug at
Jacupiranga is made up of not two (Melcher, 1966)
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but five intrusions (Table 1), plus many dikes,
indicates that the petrogenesis may be quite com-
plex. The evidence from the magnetite composi-
tions confirms that the five intrusions were not
produced simply by a continuous process of differ-
entiation.

The magnetites occupy a very limited range of
compositions near Fe3Oa (Fig. 2), as do magnetites
from other carbonatites (Fig. 10; Boctor and Svi-
sero, 1978; Michell, 1979), but they are sufficiently
sensitive to conditions of growth that the core
compositions in each of the five intrusions can be
distinguished on the basis of variations in MgO,
FeO, Fe2O3, Al2O7, TiO2, and MnO. Despite the
limited range of compositions, it appears that mag-
netite crystals nucleated through most of the crys-
tallization intervals of each carbonatite. The evi-
dence for marginal resorption shown in textures and
some zoning profiles (Figs. Al through .{5) indi-
cates a change during the closing stages ofcrystalli-
zation.

There is good evidence from the magnetites that
the oldest carbonatite, C1, waS derived from a
magma somewhat different chemically from those
producing intrusions C2 through C5. Furthermore, it
appears from the magnetite core composition
ranges and zoning that C1 was not precipitated from
a single, homogeneous batch of magma. The varia-
tions in magnetite compositions for the other car-
bonatite intrusions are simpler, and are consistent
with precipitation of each from a single batch of
magma. The formation of C2 probably went to
completion independently of the younger intru-
sions, C3 through C5. However, the ranges of core
compositions of magnetites in C3 through C5 are
consistent with their precipitation from three
successive batches of magma which represent a
continuum in time and magmatic evolution. Wheth-
er the magma precipitating C3 (and perhaps subse-
quently Ca and C5) was separated from that precipi-
tating C2 early in the C2 history, or whether a
common parent yielded two successive magmas
which independently precipitated carbonatites C2
and then C3, cannot yet be determined. Nor do the
magnetites inform us whether the carbonatite mag-
mas were derived from a silicate parent magma by
crystallization differentiation, or by liquid immisci-
bility. More detailed investigation of the inclusions
in magnetite and other minerals may yield informa-
tion about the compositions of the magmas, and of
the elements such as alkalis which are poorly repre-
sented in the carbonatites, presumably because the

residual fluids escaped from the crystalline deposits
and fenitized the country rocks.

These results from magnetite, a simple and com-
monly neglected mineral in carbonatities, illustrate
a remarkable sensitivity to conditions of crystalliza-
tion. When supplemented by the detailed studies of
other minerals in the carbonatites, they will provide
an even higher potential for unravelling petrogene-
sis.

Mitchell (1979) reviewed spinels in several rocks,
and noted that spinel compositions in kimberlites,
lamprophyres, and carbonatites all converge upon
Fe3Oa (see Fig. 2). Mitchell (1978,1979) and Boctor
and Svisero (1978) emphasized that magnetite from
Jacupiranga and other carbonatites differs markedly
from spinel phases in kimberlites.

Mitchell (1979) presented a stimulating and inci-
sive review of evidence to refute the "alleged
kimberlite-carbonatite relationship", the common-
ly held view that kimberlites and carbonatites are
genetically related. The marked diference in com-
positions of spinels from kimberlites and from car-
bonatites is important evidence in the refutation.
He cited the experimental, field and petrographic
observations demonstrating conclusively that kim-
berlite magma differentiates to carbonate-rich SiO2-
poor residua. He emphasized that although these
rocks would be termed carbonatite according to the
petrographic classification of Heinrich (1966), they
have very different mineralogies, antecedents, and
comagmatic rocks to the carbonatites of alkaline
complexes.

Mitchell (1979) is, of course, correct to state that
the carbonatites ofJacupiranga, and other associat-
ed with alkaline rock associations, have character-
istics, origins and histories different from those of
carbonatites derived from kimberlites. It is most
unfortunate that the search for petrogenetic links
between rocks of the two associations has led to
confused petrogenetic speculations and misdirected
exploration efforts for niobium and diamond
(Mitchell, 1979), but we do not think that this is
sufficient reason to terminate the intellectual exer-
cise of tracing the links between kimberlites and
carbonatites. There are two problems here, petro-
graphic or semantic, and petrogenetic. Mitchell
(1979\ recommended that the carbonatites associat-
ed with kimberlites should be called "calcareous
kimberlites" or "calcite-kimberlites", and he ob-
jected to the lax application ofthe term "carbonati-
tic" to the presumed interstitial carbonate-rich
magma in the upper asthenosphere (Wyllie and



Huang, 1975). It is within the upper mantle that the
petrogenetic links are joined. Kimberlites and "cal-
cite-kimberlites", and alkaline complexes and car-
bonatites, are two of the diverse products from
upper mantle processes which are influenced by
COz (Wyllie and Huang, 1976;Eggler,1978 Wyllie,
1980). LeBas (1977, Fig. 24.1) presented a spectrum
of ultramafic magmas from the mantle and their
evolution along five derivatives stems, with kimber-
lites at one end. and carbonatites at the other.

Detailed studies of carbonatites and of carbonate-
rich derivatives of kimberlites are a prerequisite for
tracing their petrogenetic histories and that of their
magmatic antecedents back towards their mantle
source, and for eventual comprehension of why
carbon in the upper mantle is conveyed to the
surface in different tectonic environments as car-
bonatites, containing phosphorus, niobium, and
rare earth elements. or as calcite-kimberlite associ-
ated with graphite or diamond.
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Appendix

This Appendix contains additional descriptive material and
figures, which are cited in the preceding text.

Analytical procedure

Standards used for the electron microprobe analyses were
diopside glass (for Ca, Si, and Mg), Fe metal (for Fe), synthetic
rutile (for Ti), synthetic enstatite with lUVo Al2O3 (for Al), and
synthetic glass with I wt.Vo trlnO (for Mn). The amount of Fe
occurring as Fe3* was calculated following the assumptions
made by Steele et al. (1977').

The carbonatites are heterogeneous rocks, and many analyses
were completed in an attempt to represent the average composi-
tions of magnetites, as well as the ranges of zoning in each
carbonatite. For each carbonatite sample analyzed, three to four
magnetites were selected, and four to six points were analyzed in
each mineral, including points in the core and rim regions (Table
2). Separate averages were calculated for core and rim determi-
nations in each rock sample. In addition to this, details of the
zoning were determined by analyzing a series of points across
selected magnetite grains (each point is a single analysis).

The magnetites from the reaction rock with exsolved ilmenite
lamellae had irregular form and no regular pattern of variation in
composition. Therefore, average values for core and rim were
not obtained. The values presented in Table 3 are the average of
all data for each rock sample; the individual analyses cluster
fairly closely around these values.

The magnetite intergrowth with sulfide occurred in very small
patches, and only a few points could be analyzed. These points
showed little variation in chemical composition. Averages for
each magnetite intergrowth are given in Table 3.

Two crystals of magnetite from the jacupirangite were ana-
lyzed, one zoned (core and rim analyses), and another without
zoning. Several point analyses were performed near the ilmenite
lamellae, and the result obtained for a point nearest to one
lamella is shown in Table 3.

Individual zoned cry stals

Electron microprobe traverses across individual minerals from
each of the five intrusions are presented in Figures Al through
A5. The traverses extend either from rim to rim passing through
the centers of the mineral sections, or from core to rim. The
horizontal distance scale varies from one mineral section to

0-2.83

-nn6
-3.18

0.00

RIM p RIM

Fig. Al. Electron microprobe profiles for magnetites of the Ct
sovite. Each point represents a single analysis. These data are
not tabulated.

another. The vertical axis represents a constant scale in weight
per cent of oxide, but for graphical convenience and to facilitate
comparison ofoxide variations, the profile for each oxide plotted
is arbitrarily located with respect to the vertical scale. The
absolute values for each figure are given at one end in weight per
cent.

Figure AlB, for carbonatite C1, illustrates simple, regular and
symmetrical zoning from core to rim. The other profiles in
Figures Al through A5 show broadly similar trends, but there are
irregularities and reversals compared with the trends in Figure
AlB. In general, the rate of chemical variation increases toward
the rims of the minerals. These profiles provide information

Fig. A2. Electron microprobe profiled for magnetites of the C2
dolomitic sovite.
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Fig. ̂ A3. Electron microprobe
sovite.

Iot "z

RIM RIM

profiles for magnetites of the Ca

about the sympathetic and antipathetic variations oftrivalent and
tetravalent cations in relation to the divalent cations, which
determine the most important end-member components present,
and their distribution in the zoned minerals.

The profiles in Figure Al for magnetites in C, illustrate
antipathetic behavior of TiO2 and Fe2O3, indicating a variation
from core to rim in the ulvospinel-magnetite solid solution series,
with fairly constant Al2O3. In contrast, Figure A2 shows fairly
constant TiO2 for magnetites from carbonatite C2, with antipa-
thetic behavior between Al2O3 and Fe2O3. A similar relationship
exists between Al2O3 and Fe2O3 for magnetites in Cr (Figure
A3), but there is in addition some variation in TiO2. The zoning
in the examples from Ca in Figure ,{4 shows variations similar to
those in Cr. The single example for C5 in Figure A5 also shows
antipathetic behavior between Al2O3 and Fe2O3, with little
change in TiOz. Despite the repetition of zoning patterns from

magnetites in the different intrusions, it is evident that there are
diferences in composition between the magnetites; note, for
example, the values for MgO and TiOz in the profiles.

Core compositions and ranges of zoning

Figures A6 and A7 show projections of mineral compositions
from the spinel prism of Figure 2, as described in the text for
Figures 4 and 5. The analyses are projected onto a vertical
section through the prism in Figure ,4.6, and onto the rear face of
the prism in Figure A7. The range ofvalues depicted for one of
the C2 analyses is representative of the ranges from which the
average values were derived.

In Figures 48, A68 and A7, the average core composition of
each magnetite is connected to the average composition ofits rim
(Table 2). Every pair ofanalyses has a component ofincreasing
FeO(FeO+MgO) from its core to rim, indicating that this ratio
has a time relevance, which is consistent with the relationship
illustrated for the cores of magnetites in C2, C3, Ca, C5 in Figure

The average magnetite core compositions for each carbonatite
intrusion are enclosed by lines which were drawn with two
criteria: (l) to fit the boundaries around the points as closely as
possible, and (2) to draw the boundaries so that there were no
reversals in direction with respect to FeO(FeO+MgO). The
results depict fairly narrow chemical bands for the core composi-
tions in each of the intrusions and, although additional analyses
could broaden the areas, and fill in the re-entrant angles, the
results indicate that the chemical variation trends for the core
magnetites in each of the five intrusions are distinct from each
other. The separation ofC3, Ca, and C5 was already evident from
Figure 3. Although C1 overlaps with the other four intrusions in
Figure 3, the trend is distinct from that of the others in Figures
4,4' and 5, and distinguishable in Figure 4'6,4.. The trend of Ca
obviously differs from that of C2 in Figures 4,4' and 5, although
the C2 composition boundary just reaches the Ca boundary. The
trend of C2 differs from that of C3 in Figures 4A, A6,4, and 5, but
the separation is not convincing. However, the separation of
core compositions from C2 and C3 is confirmed in Figure 6,
where the Mn content is plotted against the Mg content. Figure 6
also separates the magnetite cores of C1 from those of C2 and C3.

C5

0e-0.17
C+ lo.'**

CORE lL

Fig. A'4. Electron microprobe profiles for magnetites of the C4
sovite.
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Fig. A5. Electron microprobe profile for a magnetite of the C5
rauhaugite.
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Fig. 4,6. Average core and rim compositions of magnetites
(Table 2) in projections from the spinel prism (Figure 2). A
representative range of values is shown for one of the points. A.
Core compositions. See Figure 3 for symbols. B. The core
composit ions connected by l ines to corresponding r im
compositions (dots) showing zoning trends.

The magnetites in beforsite dikes Ba and 85, respectively,
have FeO/(FeO+MgO) equal to the low end of the range for Ca,
and equal to that in Cs (Fig. A6). They have the same values for
Fe2O3/(Fe2O.+TiOz) as magnetites in Ca and C5, distinctly
higher Al2O3/(Al2O3fFe2O3*TiOz) and Al2O3/(Al2O3+TiO2),
and slightly higher MnO (Figs. 4, 5, 6, and 4.6,{).

Figure ,4,6B illustrates a steady decrease in Al2O3 with de-
creasing MgO from cores to rims, with only one exception. This
trend is consistent with the broad trend for the magnetite core
compositions in Figure A6,4..

The main zoning illustrated in Figure A7 (see Fig. 5) is directed
towards the lower right-hand corner, representing the ulvospinel
composition, with Al2O3 decreasing relative to TiOz. This is also
the dominant trend for the magnetite cores in Figure 5. However,
four zoning lines reverse this trend. The zoning illustrated in
Figure A7 is not a result of substitutions between Al-spinels (top
of prism in Figure 2) and Ti-spinels (rear edge of the prism), but a
consequence of the more rapid decrease of Al than Ti from core
to rim (except for a few C1 magnetites). This is evident if Ti is
plotted against Al.

The progressive decrease in Mn contents of core magnetites
with decreasing Mg content illustrated in Figure 6 is accompa-
nied by a progressive change in the slopes ofthe zoning lines as
shown in Figure AE. A I :1 replacement line is drawn as a basis
for comparison. For magnetites with the highest Mg contents,
two of the zoning lines are consistent with the l: I substitution.
However, with decreasing Mg content, the core compositions
exhibit a broad trend converging toward the origin, and the
zoning lines change direction fairly regularly until they, too, are
directed towards the origin. This illustrates a change in zoning,
from enrichment in Mn towards the rims for high-Mg magnetites,
to depletion in Mn towards the rims for low-Mg magnetites. Note
the three exceptions for high-Mg magnetites. Small marginal
variations in MnO contents can be seen in the zoning profiles of
Figures AlA, A2, and ,{3.

Magnetites from special locations

The three magnetites fromjacupirangite plotted in Figure 8A
define a straight line which extrapolates to the magnetites in the
reaction bands from C5 and C1. The zoning in a magnetite from
jacupirangite is parallel to the same line. The line is inclined,
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consistent with the anticipated decrease in MgO as ilmenite is
exsolved from magnetite (Lindsley, 1976). The magnetite from
the reaction rock in C3 contains more MgO than that in the
jacupirangite analyzed, and it departs significantly from the
reaction trend indicated by the dashed line. A similar relation-
ship is exhibited in Figure 88. Extrapolation of the trend
indicated by the threejacupirangite magnetites, and the zoning,
reaches the magnetites in the reaction rocks from C1 and C5, but
that from C3 is separated from the others by its high MgO
content.

Figure 9 shows the relationship between Mn and Mg. The
magnetites from thejacupirangite establish a line, but extrapola-
tion of the line does not l€ad to the magnetites in the reaction
bands. These plot on a subparallel line following the trend of
magnetites in the carbonatites. As the line defined by the
jacupirangite magnetites represents the depletion of Ti due to
exsolution of ilmenite, this sub-parallel line indicates that al-
though the reaction rock magnetites may be derived from the
jacupirangite magnetites, as indicated above, they are not pro-
duced by simple exsolution of ilmenite.

Comparison with previous results from the Jacupiranga carbon-
atite

In Figure 10, one of the magnetites reported by Boctor and
Svisero plots in the C2 range and the other two plot near the Cr
range. Of the two that plot near the C1 magnetites, one is from
olivine sovite, and the other is exsolved magnetite from phlogo-
pite sovite. Some of the C1 sovites are very rich in olivine, but
we found no exsolved magnetite in our samples. In one of our C1
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Fig. A7. Average core and rim compositions of magnetites

plotted as in Figure 5. For symbols see Figure 3.
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Comparison with magnetites from other carbonatites

Note in Figure l0 that the magnetites from three of the four
additional localities have FeO(FeO+MgO) greater than 0.9, and
only two analyses from Oka have lower values, near 0.81. In
contrast, as shown in Figure 3, more than half of the analyzed
magnetites in the carbonatites of Jacupiranga have cores with
FeO/(FeO+MgO) between 0.6 and 0.E; C3 has none with values
greater than 0.E; only four analyses from Cr, Cr, and C5 have
values greater than 0.9; and only intrusion C5 is not represented
by analyses with values less than 0.9.

The magnetites from Oka have FeO(FeO+MSO) with values
either near 0.81, or near 0.95. One of the magnetites is within the
C1 range, but the other three have lower Fe2O3/(Fe2O3+TiO2)
and higher AI2O3(AI2O3+Fe2O3+TiOJ values than the Jacupir-
anga magnetites, for corresponding FeO/(FeO +MgO).

The two magnetites from Aln6, with FeO/(FeO+MgO) just
above 0.9, are displaced from the Jacupiranga magnetites in the
same way as the Oka magnetites. The single analysis from
Sarfart6q is similarly displaced in Figure l0A, with an extreme
range of zoning towards the top rieht-hand corner, whereas in
Figure l0B it plots close to the C5 area. Most of the magnetites
from African carbonatites have the highest values of FeO/
(FeO+MgO) plotted. Those without exsolved ilmenite corre-
spond most nearly to the areas for C5 and the end of Cr, with one
exception in Figure l0B which is displaced to a position near
magnetites from Oka and Aln6. The higher TiO2 content of those
with exsolved ilmenite is indicated by their lower positions in
Figure l0A, similar to the Alnd and most of the Oka magnetites,
although the latter are also characterized by higher Al2O3 than
the Jacupiranga and African magnetites (with one exception).
The magnetites in Figure l0B with high Al2O3 are similar to the
magnetites from the Jacupiranga dikes Ba and 85 in Figures ,4'6A
and 4, and to the contact rocks B and S in Figure 8B. There is
nothing noteworthy about the positions of magnetites from the
other carbonatites when plotted in Figure 5.

Boctor and Svisero (197E) plotted MnO against MgO for the
carbonatite magnetites, and their results for Jacupiranga and
African carbonatites are similar to results plotted in Figure 6.
The Oka magnetites are distinguished by their very much higher
MnO content, rangrng from Ll2Vo. All values of MnO for the
Jacupiranga carbonatites are less than ZVo, and commonly less
than lVo (Tables 2 and 3).
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Mg (co t ion  number )
Fig. AE. Average core and rim compositions of magnetites

plotted as in Figure 6. The dashed line represenrs l: I
replacement. For symbols see Figure 3.

samples, the magnetite contains inclusions of ilmenite. but not
exsolution lamellae. Boctor and Svisero plotted their results in a
graph of Ti(Ti+Al+Cr) against Fe2+(Fe2*+Mg;. As Cr is
present at very low levels, this plot is similar to our Figure 5.
Their olivine-sovite magnetites correspond to our C1 magnetites
in Figure 5, and their phlogopite-sovite magnetites may corre-
spond either to C2 or to C3 magnetites. Their exsolved magne-
tites correspond to the Ca magnetites in Figure 5. The plot of
MnO against MgO presented by Boctor and Svisero coincides
with our results (Fig. 6), but our magnetites occupy a wider
composition range. Our magnetites may contain almost l0 wt.Za
MgO (Table 2), while their highest MgO content is aboutT wt.Vo.

One of Mitchell's (1978) magnetite analyses with exsolved
ilmenite lamellae plots near C1 magnetites in Figure l0A, but the
other two do not correspond to any of our ranges. The three
analyses together in Figure l0B fit closest to the Ca range. In
Figure 5, they occupy the Ca range, just as the exsolved
magnetites of Boctor and Svisero did. We found no exsolved
magnetites in our samples from Ca. However, Ca is the only
carbonatite of the five intrusions containing elongated subhedral
crystals of ilmenite of primary origin (Gaspar and Wyllie, manu-
script in preparation).
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